
Following Sundays review of the process it was agreed by both parties
to continue negotiations. No actual end date was mentioned rather
all parties know that there is probably only a week in reality left as 27
governments will need time to review an deal and get it passed by 31
Dec. Separately this morning the French Min of Fin. made very strong
statements vis-a-vis the damage a hard Brexit will do to the UK
economy versus the only small impact on the EU and French
economy. Basically the rhetoric continues....markets will react to the
final news ...balance of probability moving towards a deal and this
would be positive for shares into year end...
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European shares open higher, as a decision to extend trade talks between
Britain and the European Union kept hopes of an eventual deal alive. In the UK  blue-chip
stocks lagged on a higher pound as well as a 6.3% drop in AstraZeneca. The drop was on
the back of an announced bid for US drug maker Alexion Pharma. for $39bln. Separately
in Europe Germany announced it will lockdown from Wednesday in a reminder that Covid
is not gone. So these themes will move the market this week.  
Currencies: Stg rallied overnight on the hopes that a deal can be reached with the EU.
Stg was higher against both US$ and Euro in early trade. However any negative rumours
can change things. Separately  the Eurozone industrial production data for October is
due Monday, and are expected to show a rebound of 2.0% on the month, from a drop of
0.4% the previous month. This should help support the Euro. 
Safe-havens: With hopes picking up that a Brexit deal may happen and possible
agreement for US stimulus, combined with ongoing positive news on Covid vaccines, gold
slipped in early trade to $1,839. At the same time oil was a little firmed on hopes of global
economic recovery
Looking ahead: Main focus this week will be on Brexit negotiations, Fed statement on
interest rates  on 16th December and possible agreement in US on stimulus package. At
the moment it is increasingly looking like a deal for $908 billion could be agreed this week
with the package to be split in two so that it can be more easily passed by all parties. 

Brexit Update

Astra Zeneca
In a surprise move over the weekend AstraZeneca announced a bid
for US Pharmaceutical firm Alexion Pharmaceuticals. On the back of
the bid Astra Zeneca's shares fell 9% on Monday, as investors moved
to price in the British drugmaker's $39 billion deal for the U.S. biotech
firm> This is Astra Zeneca's largest ever takeover and one of this
year's biggest mergers globally. As part of the deal, Alexion
shareholders will get $60 in cash and about $115 worth of equity per
share, which based on an average of AstraZeneca's dollar-
denominated American depositary shares price, is a premium of
more than $50 per share. The deal, a bet on rare-disease and
immunology drugs, was the result of exclusive talks and no
competitive bidder was involved, Chief Executive Officer Pascal Soriot
told reporters on Saturday. In the eight years at the helm, Soriot has
made AstraZeneca one of the pharmaceutical world's biggest success
stories, raising profits and broadening its portfolio to account for the
end of exclusivity periods for some of its biggest selling medicines.
Shares of the company, which is also working on a COVID-19 vaccine,
however, have now lost around 17% since hitting a peak in July, as
rivals Pfizer and Moderna moved ahead in the race to get COVID-19
vaccines online. The purchase will add up to a substantial additional
dilution of shares next year and help AstraZeneca diversify from its
fast-growing cancer business. There have been early mixed
comments from international analysts with Credit Suisse analysts
calling the bid price as "reasonable", but that other bidders may yet
emerge to fill in the gap for the U.S. firm's "full" value. While analysts
from two other brokerages, Cowen and Liberum, called the price
respectively "considerable" and "hefty", while praising the quality of
the assets AstraZeneca was buying. This story will have more to run. 

Economic indicators
This is a very busy week in the economic indicators arena with UK, US
and EU all announcing a list of economic results on Wednesday and
Thursday including unemployment, PPI, PMI and industrial output
numbers. Markets on balance expect improvements in most of the
economic indicators. 


